Capitalize the first letter of a sentence

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

A sentence begins with a capital letter. Example: The cat is sleeping on the rug.

Capitalize the first letter of each sentence.

1) the dog fetches the stick.
   __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________

2) they prefer juice to milk.
   __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________

3) mom drinks coffee in the morning.
   __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________

4) john practices for the game.
   __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________

5) my teacher is very nice.
   __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________

6) can you help me with this?
   __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________
Capitalize the first letter of a sentence

Grade 1 Grammar Worksheet

Answers

1) the dog fetches the stick. _The dog fetches the stick._
2) they prefer juice to milk. _They prefer juice to milk._
3) mom drinks coffee in the morning. _Mom drinks coffee in the morning._
4) john practices for the game. _John practices for the game._
5) my teacher is very nice. _My teacher is very nice._
6) can you help me with this? _Can you help me with this?_